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Abstract
Let G act as a block primitive automorphism group on a 2− (v; k; 1) design, in this paper we
proved that if 2G2(q) E G6Aut(2G2(q)), then G is point primitive. c© 2000 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A 2− (v; k; 1) design D=(
;B) is a system consisting of a nite set 
 of v points
and a collection B of k-subsets of 
, called blocks, such that any 2-subset of 
 is
contained in exactly one block. We will always assume that 26k <v.
Let G6AutD be a group of automorphisms of a 2 − (v; k; 1) design D. G is said
to be block transitive (block primitive) on D if G is transitive (primitive) on B. G is
said to be point transitive (point primitive) on D if G is transitive (primitive) on 
. A
ag of D is a pair consisting of a point and a block through that point. G is ag tran-
sitive on D if G is transitive on the set of ags. The following results are well known:
If G is block transitive, then G is point transitive [1]; If G is ag transitive, then
G is point primitive [6]; If G acts block primitively on a nite projective plane,
then G is point primitive [10]. Delandtsheer [3] conjectures that if G is block primitive,
then G is point primitive.
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The conjecture has been proved true if any of the following six hypotheses is made:
(1) D is a nite projective plane;
(2) k=(k; v)610;
(3) v> 12 [(
k
2 )− 1]2;
(4) k640;
(5) G has a subgroup acting regularly on 
;
(6) the rank of G acting on B does not exceed 7.
Here (1) refers to Kantor [10]; (3); (5) refer to Delandtsheer [3]; (2); (4) refer to
Fang and Li [5] and Liu and Li [13]. Delandtsheer in [4] has proved the following
result: Let D be a 2− (v; k; 1) design other than a projective plane and let G6AutD
be block primitive, then G is almost simple, i.e., there is a non-abelian simple group
T such that T E G6Aut T . Therefore, we may consider this conjecture by using the
classication theorem of the nite simple groups. In [14] Weijun Liu has discussed the
case in which T = soc(G) is the Suzuki group Sz(q) or a classical group PSL(2; q).
In this paper we discuss the case where T = soc(G) is the Ree group 2G2(q) for
some q. We proved that:
Theorem. Let D be a 2− (v; k; 1) design with G6AutD block primitive. If 2G2(q) E
G6Aut(2G2(q)) then G is point primitive.
Section 2 describes the notation and contains a number of preliminary results about
the Ree groups 2G2(q) and 2− (v; k; 1) block designs. In Section 3 we give the proof
of the theorem.
2. Lemmas
Let D be a 2− (v; k; 1) design dened on the point set 
. B is the block set of D,
b is the number of blocks and r is the number of blocks through a point. If B 2 B,
GB is the setwise stabilizer of B in G.
The notation in this paper is standard in the group theory [7]. In particular, H=A :B
denotes that H is a split-extention of A by B. For a positive integer m, the symbol
[m] denotes an arbitrary group of order m, while Zm or a simply m stands for a cyclic
group of order m.
Lemma 1 (Fang and Li [5]). k = k1k2; b= b1b2; v= k1b1; r = b2k2; where b1 = (b; v);
b2 = (b; v− 1); k1 = (k; v); k2 = (k; v− 1).
We list the following known properties of the Ree groups 2G2(q).
Lemma 2 (Huppert and Blackburn [8]; Levchuk and Nuzhin [12]). Suppose q=32n+1
(n>1); then the Ree group G = 2G2(q) have the following properties:
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(1) j2G2(q)j= q3(q− 1)(q3 + 1) [15].
(2) A Sylow 2-subgroup of the group 2G2(q) is a self-centralizing elementary Abelian
subgroup of order 8 and its index in the normalizer is equal to 21 [9,16].
(3) 2-subgroups of equal orders are conjugate in the group 2G2(q) [9,16].
(4) The centralizer of an involution is CG() = hi  PSL(2; q).
(5) In the group 2G2(q); q> 3; for each subgroup T of order 4 there exists a cyclic
Hall subgroup A1 of order (q + 1)=4 and an element t of order 6 such that
NG(T ) = NG(A1) = T o (A1o hti) and CG(A1) = T  A1.
(6) 2G2(q) has a cyclic Hall subgroup A0 of order (q−1)=2. The normalizer NG(A0)
of A0 is dihedral of order 2(q− 1) [16].
(7) 2G2(q) has Abelian Hall subgroups A2 and A3 of order q+1−3n+1 and q+1+3n+1;
respectively; NG(Ai); i = 2; 3; is a Frobenius group with kernel Ai and a cyclic
noninvariant factor of order 6 [16].
(8) For each nontrivial subgroup AAi; NG(A)NG(Ai); i = 0; 1; 2; 3.
(9) For every prime p> 3; the Sylow p-subgroups of 2G2(q) are cyclic.
Note that the subgroups A2 and A3 of 2G2(q) are also cyclic because each of them
can be embedded in some cyclic subgroup of order (q3 + 1)=4 in 2G2(q3).
Lemma 3 (Levchuk and Nuzhin [12]). Maximal subgroups of the group G=2G2(q),
q= 32n+1; n>1; are exhausted; up to conjugacy; by the following:
(1) NG(S3); the normalizer of the Sylow 3-subgroup S3.
(2) CG(); the centralizer of the involution .
(3) 2G2(q0); q= q0;  being a prime.
(4) NG(Ai); the normalizer of the subgroup Ai; i = 1; 2; 3; where Ai are cylic Hall
subgroups of order (q+ 1)=4; q+ 1− 3n+1; q+ 1 + 3n+1; respectively.
Clearly;
j2G2(q)j= q3(q3 + 1)(q− 1)
= q3(q+ 1)(q− 1)(q+ 1− 3n+1)(q+ 1 + 3n+1)
= 2333(2n+1)

q− 1
2

q+ 1
4

(q+ 1− 3n+1)(q+ 1 + 3n+1)
= 2333(2n+1)jA0jjA1jjA2jjA3j;
where q = 32n+1; n>1; and any two of the integers 2; 3; (q − 1)=2; (q + 1)=4;
(q+1−3n+1); (q+1+3n+1) are relatively prime. The following lemma describes the
structure of the Sylow subgroups of 2G2(q).
Lemma 4. Let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G = 2G2(q); we have:
(1) If P = S2; then NG(P) = NG(S2) = 8 : 7 : 3.
(2) If P = S3; then NG(P) = NG(S3) = [q3] :Zq−1.
(3) If pjq− 1 and P6A0; then NG(P) = NG(A0) = D2(q−1).
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(4) If pjq+ 1 and P6A1; then NG(P) = NG(A1) = T o (A1o hti), jT j= 4.
(5) If pjq+ 1− 3n+1 and P6A2; then NG(P) = NG(A2) = Zq+1−3n+1 :Z6.
(6) If pjq+ 1 + 3n+1 and P6A3; then NG(P) = NG(A3) = Zq+1+3n+1 :Z6.
Proof. (1); (2) refer to Huppert and Blackburn [8] or Kleidman [11]. If P6Ai;
i = 0; 1; 2; 3, then NG(P)NG(Ai) by Lemma 2(8). But Ai is a cyclic Hall subgroup
of 2G2(q), and P char Ai, thus we have NG(Ai)NG(P). Therefore NG(P) = NG(Ai);
i = 0; 1; 2; 3. Now the results follow by Lemma 2(5), (6); (7).
About the subgroups of the Ree group 2G2(q), we have the following results:
Lemma 5 (Levchuk and Nuzhin [12]). A solvable subgroup M62G2(q) = G is
conjugate to a subgroup of one of the following groups: NG(Ai); i=0; 1; 2; 3; NG(Sp);
p= 2; 3; where Sp is a Sylow p-subgroup of the group 2G2(q).
Lemma 6 (Levchuk and Nuzhin [12]). A nonsolvable subgroup M62G2(q) is isomor-
phic to one of the following groups: PSL(2; 8); PSL(2; q0); 2  PSL(2; q0) (q0> 3);
2G2(q0); where q is a power of q0.
Lemma 7 (Camina and Siemons [2]). Let G act as a block transitive group of au-
tomorphisms of a 2 − (v; k; 1) design. Let B be a block and H a subgroup of GB.
Assume that H satises the following two conditions:
(i) jFixH \ Bj>2 and
(ii) if K6GB and jFixK\Bj>2 and K is conjugate to H in G then H is conjugate
to K in GB.
Then either (a) FixH B or (b) the induced structure on FixH is a 2− (v0; k0; 1)
design where v0 = jFixH j; k0 = jFixH \Bj. Further; NG(H) acts as a block transitive
group on this design.
Let D be a 2−(v; k; 1) design with G6AutD block transitive but not point primitive.
Let
C = fC1 = C; C2; : : : ; Ccg
be the set of classes of some non-trivial partition of 
 which is preserved by G and
on which G acts primitively. Suppose d = jCij; i = 1; 2; : : : ; c, so that v = cd. G acts
faithfully on C by Lemma 5 of Delandtsheer [4].
Lemma 8. Let D be a 2 − (v; k; 1) design with G6AutD block transitive but not
point primitive; v= cd as above. Then
(1) (Fang and Li [5]) There are positive numbers x and y; such that d = xb2 + 1;
c = yb2 + 1.
(2) (Delandtsheer [4]) There is a prime number p dividing b but not v; and b>v.
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Lemma 9. Let D be a 2− (v; k; 1) design and G6AutD block transitive. Let K be
a subgroup of G. If K 
 GB for any B 2 B; and K6G for some  2 
; then
NG(K)6G.
Proof. Since K 
 GB for any B 2 B,  is the only xed point of K . If g 2 NG(K)
then gK = Kg = g. Thus g =  and so NG(K)6G.
Lemma 10 (Liu [14]). Let D be a 2−(v; k; 1) design with G6AutD block transitive.
If there is a prime p; pjb; but p - v; then NG(P)6G for some point  2 
; where
P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G.
Proof. By the conditions, we known that P 
 GB for any B 2 B and P6G for some
 2 
, hence the result follows from Lemma 9.
3. Proof of the theorem
Theorem. Let D be a 2− (v; k; 1) design with G6AutD block primitive. If 2G2(q) E
G6Aut(2G2(q)) for some q= 32n+1; n>1; then G is point primitive.
Proof. Since G is block primitive and 2G2(q) E G; 2G2(q) is block transitive. For
any B 2 B; GB is a maximal subgroup of G. Then by Theorem C of Kleidman [11],
we known that GB \ 2G2(q) is a maximal subgroup of 2G2(q), i.e., (2G2(q))B is a
maximal subgroup of 2G2(q). Thus 2G2(q) acts primitively on B by Theorem 8:2 of
Wielandt [17] and so that we may suppose that G = 2G2(q) in the following.
Assume that G is not point primitive, then G is not maximal in G. By Lemma 8(2),
there is a prime p such that pjb, p - v. Hence by Lemma 10 NG(P)6G, where P 2
Sylp G and  2 
. We x this prime p and a Sylow p-subgroup P.
At rst, we show that pjq − 1: Since pjjGj; p = 2; 3 or pjjAij for i = 0; 1; 2; 3: If
pjjAij; 16i63, then we may assume that P6Ai and so NG(P) = NG(Ai)6G. Since
NG(Ai) is maximal, NG(P) = G is maximal, a contradiction. If p = 3, then NG(P)
is maximal and G = NG(P) is a maximal subgroup, we have a contradiction again.
Now suppose that p = 2, then NG(P) = 23 : 7 : 36G. Let K be a subgroup of P
with jK j = 4. If K 
 GB for any B 2 B, then NG(K)6G by Lemma 9. But by
Lemma 2(5), we know that NG(K) is maximal in G, which is impossible. If K6GB
for some B 2 B, then 4jjGBj. But since p= 2jb, 8 - jGBj. By checking the list of the
maximal subgroups of G in Lemma 3, we known that GB is not a maximal subgroup.
We get a contradiction again. Hence we known that pjq− 1.
Thus we can assume that P6A0. By Lemmas 4 and 10, we have NG(P)=NG(A0) =
D2(q−1) = 2 Dq−16G: (Note that q  3 (mod 8); D2(q−1) = 2 Dq−1).
Now suppose G is unsolvable. By Lemma 6, G is isomorphic to one of the group:
PSL(2; 8); PSL(2; q0); 2 PSL(2; q0)(q0> 3);2G2(q0), where q= q0l is a power of q0.
If G = PSL(2; 8), then jNG(P)jjjPSL(2; 8))j, i.e.,
2(q− 1)j8 7 9
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so (q− 1)j28, which contradicts q= 32n+1>27. If G = PSL(2; q0) or 2 PSL(2; q0),
then, from jNG(P)jjjGj we have that
2(q− 1))j2jPSL(2; q0)j= q0(q0 + 1)(q0 − 1)
thus if q= q0l where l is odd, then, since (q− 1; q0) = 1,
2(q0l−1 +   + q0 + 1)j(q0 + 1):
Thus l = 1, and since PSL(2; q) has no subgroup isomorphic to D2(q−1), we have
G = 2  PSL(2; q), which is a maximal subgroup of G. This implies that G is
point-primitive on D. If G = 2G2(q0); q= q0l, then
2(q− 1)j(q03 + 1)q03(q0 − 1);
i.e.,
2(q0l−1 +   + q0 + 1)jq03(q03 + 1)
thus l= 1, and G = G, which is absurd.
Now suppose that G is solvable. Then by Lemma 5, G is conjugate to a subgroup
of NG(Ai); i=0; 1; 2; 3; or NG(Sp) for p=2 or 3. Comparing with the orders of 2Dq−1
and NG(Ai); NG(Sp) for p = 2 or 3 we have that NG(P) = 2  Dq−16G6NG(A0).
Since b>v, jGj> jGBj. Thus GB is a maximal subgroup of G with jGBj< 2(q− 1),
so GB has only two possibilities: GB = Zq+1−3n+1 :Z6 or GB = 2G2(q0); q = q0,  is
prime. In the former case we have
2(q− 1)> 6(q+ 1− 3n+1)
which implies
2  32n+1 − 3n+2 + 4< 0:
This is impossible.
Thus if (D; G) is a counterexample to our theorem, then G = 2  Dq−1 and
GB = 2G2(q0) with q= q0;  being a prime.
Now let

 = C1 [ C2 [    [ Cc
be a partition of 
 xed by the action of G such that G acts primitively on C =
fC1; : : : ; Ccg. Then G acts faithfully on C, and GC , the stabilizer of C = C1, is a
maximal subgroup of G, and G = 2  Dq−16GC . By the argument as above we
know that the only possibility for GC is GC = 2 PSL(2; q). In this case these is an
involution z such that hzi is center of G and that of GC , and G=hziD, GC=hziH ,
where D = Dq−1 and H = PSL(2; q):
Now we are in a position to nish the proof of our theorem. Consider the xed
point set Fix(hzi) of hzi.
We claim that C1 = C Fix(hzi): In fact, since GC = hzi  H; Cz = C. For any
 2 C, there is an element g 2 GC such that = g. Thus z = gz = zg= g= , i.e.,
 2 Fix(hzi), and so, C6Fix(hzi).
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Now we calculate the length N of the set Fix(hzi). In order to do this we consider the
pairs (t; G), where t is an involution of G such that t 2 G and G is a point-stabilizer
in G. Clearly t 2 G if and only if t = . Since G has unique conjugacy class of
involutions and G = NG(G), we have
N  jG :CG(t)j= jG :Gj  i(G);
where i(G) denotes the number of the involutions in G. Hence
N =
jG :Gj  i(G)
jG :CG(t)j :
Here
i(G) = 2 q− 12 + 1 = q; jG :Gj=
1
2
q3(q3 + 1)
and
jG :CG(t)j= q2(q2 − q+ 1):
Thus
N =
q4(q3 + 1)
2q2(q2 − q+ 1) =
1
2
q2(q+ 1):
Now let Z = hzi and we may assume that Z6G for some  2 
,  6= . Thus
if block B contain  and , then Z6GB = 2G2(q0). Since there is only conjugacy
class of involutions in 2G2(q0); Z satises the hypothesis of Lemma 7. Thus we have
(a) Fix(hzi)B or (b) the induced structure on Fix(hzi) is a 2− (v0; k0; 1) design D0
where v0 = jFix(hzi)j; b0 = jFix(hzi) \ Bj; and NG(hzi) acts as a block transitive group
on this design.
If (a) holds, since C = C1Fix(hzi)B, then B is the unique block containing C1
and thus every block E of D is uniquely determined by some Ci. Hence b<c<v,
contradicting the fact that b>v. Suppose (b) holds. Since NG(hzi) = hzi  PSL(2; q)
is block-transitive on D0, it is point-transitive on D0. Thus,
v0 = jFix(hzi)j j jNG(hzi)j;
i.e.,
1
2q
2(q+ 1) j q(q+ 1)(q− 1)
a contradiction.
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. It is well known that for any q=32n+1, n>1, there is a 2− (q3 +1; q+1; 1)
design D called Ree unital, with AutD = Aut 2G2(q). By using the theorem in this
paper, Zhou [18] has proved that the Ree unital is the only 2-design D having 2G2(q)
as a block-primitive group of automorphisms.
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